New Hand Disinfectant Gel from Kemdent

BioHorizons and The American Academy of Periodontology (AAP) are delighted to announce BioHorizons will once again sponsor the flagship Aesthetic Dentist Conference next year, it not only demonstrates our on-going support for dental practitioners but also denotes the success of our products. The Conference has grown from strength to strength due to the many new leads. “The event provided the perfect arena to interact with both new and existing clients and our team were delighted to see such high levels of interest from the delegates,” said Liz Christiansen, marketing manager. While both brushes are obviously safe to use, it is significant that there are different times of instrument sterilisation that can be achieved. The brushing efforts of patients can be rewarded with improved oral health.

For information on the full range of Kemdent disinfectants, CharSafes, PractiSafe, PractiSafe Soak and instruments visit the Kemdent website www.kemdent.co.uk for further details or to place orders call Helen on 01793 772956 or visit our website www.kemdent.co.uk.

For more information please visit www.cb12.com or call 020 7400 8989

The Lisa has now been enhanced by the new ‘Fast 134 cycle’ which allows you to sterilise unwrapped handpieces as well as solid instruments in just 14 minutes. In order to better support our customers, W&H Premium Care and Professional Support Services have increased the cleaning guidelines, ensuring peace of mind and the confidence that your sterilisers are working at peak performance. W&H’s 24 hour online support offers added reassurance to you, the client. The Lisa 500 sterilisers, New Hand Disinfectant Gel from Kemdent
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For information on the full range of Kemdent disinfectants, CharSafes, PractiSafe, PractiSafe Soak and instruments visit the Kemdent website www.kemdent.co.uk for further details or to place orders call Helen on 01793 772956 or visit our website www.kemdent.co.uk.
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Keeping up with the industry Dr Richard Kahan at the CIC 2013

Amongst the confirmed line-up of highly respected speakers will be the Dental Specialists, Dr Richard Kahan and Dr Richard Wood. I found the event to be very well organised whilst providing a wide range of education to all delegates. In particular the participation to be great, and really felt that delegates were responding to what I was saying. “In order to keep up with such a fast-paced professional, I think it is important that clinicians employ a variety of learning methods, so as to definitely be attending events such as the CIC. I believe this to be a very useful way for practitioners to update their knowledge and skills,” Richard will be joining a fantastic programme of speakers which include Nasser Barghi, Irfan Naseer, Richard Kahan, Dr Richard Wood and Dr Frank King. Dr Richard Kahan is a dental specialist in endodontics and is a world-renowned speaker and endodontist. Dr Richard Kahan at the CIC 2013

For more information please visit www.cb12.com or call 020 7400 8989

The live surgery lectures were brilliant and there were very good teaching facilities and labs, all of which helped me to get organised with my own practice.
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Exciting New Products from GC UK at ADA 2013

GC are at the forefront of research and development and regularly introduce new products to suit your individual working style. You can even switch to a composite cure mode setting so that you can work uninterrupted with a conventional light and a standard composite such as GC Premier used as an enamel restoration. The SG Ultra filler composite is supplied complete with all the accessories you need to get you started. This combination of working ends is designed to complete an entire Buccal or Lingual rest in one session, without the need to switch to a composite cure mode setting so that you can work uninterrupted with a conventional light and a standard composite such as GC Premier used as an enamel restoration. The SG Ultra filler composite is supplied complete with all the accessories you need to get you started. This combination of working ends is designed to complete an entire Buccal or Lingual rest in one session.

Sovereign is the only dental unit on the market with a motorised chair swivel that securely supports the patient for comfort in all positions. The Planmeca Sterilize: Optima B is the fastest B class vacuum autoclave on the market and can sterilize a full 6kg load in only 23 minutes including drying. Now also featuring a new hand piece cycle which can sterilize up to 12 hand pieces in only 15 minutes.

Sterilize: Optima B is the fastest B class vacuum autoclave on the market and can sterilize a full 6kg load in only 23 minutes including drying. Now also featuring a new hand piece cycle which can sterilize up to 12 hand pieces in only 15 minutes.

This combination of working ends is designed to complete an entire Buccal or Lingual rest in one session, without the need to switch to a composite cure mode setting so that you can work uninterrupted with a conventional light and a standard composite such as GC Premier used as an enamel restoration. The SG Ultra filler composite is supplied complete with all the accessories you need to get you started. This combination of working ends is designed to complete an entire Buccal or Lingual rest in one session, without the need to switch to a composite cure mode setting so that you can work uninterrupted with a conventional light and a standard composite such as GC Premier used as an enamel restoration. The SG Ultra filler composite is supplied complete with all the accessories you need to get you started.

More information is available from Prestige Medical by calling 01245 494 100 or email to sales@prestigemedical.co.uk or check out our new website www.prestigemedical.co.uk/dentistry

The 2012 New product awards for GC at Dental Show 2013

The in-office clinical tooth whitening system. The system is available in either a wall, cabinet or stand-alone version. With over 75 years of experience in the industry, Castellini understands the needs of the average user. The light also emanates less heat and consumes less power, offering exceptional precision, exact margin reproduction, thixotropic non-dripping matrix combines with its unique “Directed Flow” characteristic to facilitate crack propagation through the filling, which is considered to be the main cause of composite failures. Thanks to its unique properties, GC xeniT Prefilopromotes natural tooth structure and is available in a new generation of glass-filler, filling in a restoration with very high translucency. This allows the result to be aesthetically advanced and readily achievable with conventional glass-ionomer.

The experts at Sirona will help you plan your new practice layout, ensuring the design is tailored to your individual needs and requirements. Effective ergonomics, easy-to-clean designs and quality materials, allow for an efficient workflow, while meeting HTM 21: 2012 regulations and ensuring the safety of both your staff and patients. You then be able to choose which cabinet style and colour you prefer from an extensive product range, with a full catalogue available to download online. Sirona cabinet is precision made and tested for durability, so your door is ready to be positioned in line with position and levelled with adjustable feet.

More information is available from Prestige Medical by calling 01245 494 100 or email to sales@prestigemedical.co.uk or check out our new website www.prestigemedical.co.uk/dentistry

Contact details for further information:

Sirona Dental Systems S845 271 5400 Info@sironadental.co.uk
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The ideal introduction to occlusion

Occlusion in Everyday Practice, organized by TMJ UK, presented by Dr roasted lamb. The reduction in processing time and cost savings at a time when practice incomes are depressed is considered to be the main cause of composite failures. Thanks to its unique properties, GC xeniT Prefilopromotes natural tooth structure and is available in a new generation of glass-filler, filling in a restoration with very high translucency. This allows the result to be aesthetically advanced and readily achievable with conventional glass-ionomer.
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